Music, an ever-moving, ever-flowing progression has reached a turning point. Electronic technology has created new directions to follow into the future. The time to turn is now. The place to begin is here. THE TECHNO STATION TAMA TECHSTAR and POWER TOWER SYSTEM
TS 14
TECHSTAR CABLE
TS14 is a 4 meter cord to hook up your TECHSTAR Pad to Voice Module.

TS 16
"Y" CORD
The TS16 "Y" Cord accepts input from your TECHSTAR Pads and the TSQ1000 Drum Sequencer. These inputs are combined to drive the TAM500 Voice Module simultaneously.

TSP 40.50
PAD CADDIE
The TSP40 and TSP50 Pad Caddies are the perfect way to carry your pads safely and easily. The TSP40 carries up to four TSP160 Drum Pads. The TSP60 carries one TSP150 Bass pad.

RH 2
RACK HOLDER
The RH2 Rack Holder lets you mount your TAM500 Voice Module into any standard 19" rack. The RH2 Rack Holder mounts easily using the six bolts provided.

PC 50
PC 100
(for PTD50)
(for PTD100)
POWER TOWER BAG

TAMA DRUMS ARE SOLD AND SERVICED BY...